Romco is a non-ferrous metals recycling company with the mission of transforming the production of metals to help solve the climate crisis.

Romco produce secondary materials from the African continent for a large range of OEMs all over the world. Romco’s main products include aluminium ingots, copper ingots, UBC and other non-ferrous metals; with lithium, lead, and zinc in the future product pipeline.

With a sustainability focus, Romco are building a scalable recycling model, thriving in emerging markets, committed to reducing the environmental impact of raw materials mining.

Recycling aluminium reduces toxic landfill, replaces plastic, and prevents more than 90 million tons of carbon dioxide from being released into the atmosphere each year.

- 100% recyclable, unlimited life cycle
- Uses 95% less energy than mining
- Emits 97% less Co2 than mining
- 1mt saves 8mt of bauxite emissions
- 75% of global aluminium is recycled

Romco is a Production and Transformation Member of the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (ASI), the only comprehensive voluntary sustainability standard initiative for the aluminium value chain.

Committed to doing our bit to cut carbon emissions and protect the planet.
We have maintained a local buying program for small businesses we work with in the renewables sector — helping to create thriving local businesses in the sustainable sphere. We are committed to helping small businesses grow in our communities while increasing their agency. It’s about growing prosperity for the future development and trade in the sustainable sphere, helping see more successful, cleaner, and healthier communities around us.

- Increased supply efficiency
- Greater local renewables focus
- Strengthened ties and networks

**Compared to energy intensive primary production, our secondary process has reduced the equivalent of:**

- **1.1 billion** average car miles
- **1 million** barrels of oil consumed

**POWER USAGE**
- **1.5 billion** miles in Tesla Model S
- **54,000** UK Households for 1 year

**IMPACT**

Since 2021 The Romco Group has been committed to the UN Global Compact corporate responsibility initiative and its principles in the areas of human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption.

The Romco Group supports the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and are actively working to impact on 12 of the 17 SDGs.